QUESTIFY
Turn your life into a game!
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**THE IDEA:**

**TURN YOUR DAILY LIFE INTO A GAME!**

With Questify, take your everyday to-do list and transform it into a series of quests! This app introduces an element of play into your day-to-day life, turning even mundane tasks into a fun, immersive experience, using AR and VR technology.

**AUGMENTED REALITY**

For an easily accessible game mode, Questify can be used on any smartphone with AR capability! Create quests in different places in a 3D landscape, and simply point the phone at the quest point to complete or edit your tasks!

**QUESTS**

- **FEED THE CHICKENS**
  - 10 PTS
- **DISHWASHER CHORES**
  - 100 PTS
- **LEARN GUITAR**

**VIRTUAL REALITY**

For a fully immersive experience, download Questify on a compatible virtual reality headset, and quests will appear in a virtual landscape.

**QUESTIFY**

**ADDITIONAL FEATURES**

**COLLABORATIVE MODE:**

Create a shared quest list with friends! Make a scavenger hunt, a shared to-do list, or a competitive bucket list of quests, and race to get them done!

**LEADERBOARDS:**

For shared quests, assign point totals and compare your scores with friends!